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Market in Review 
 
Equity Markets: 
The holiday-shortened week did not lack volatility. On Friday, the 
story line focused on the new COVID-19 variant, now named 
Omicron. Early reports suggest this could be more contagious 
due to mutations. The market reacted quickly with the VIX (a 
common read on investors risk appetite) spiking over 50% on 
Friday and all major indices down 2+%. It is easy to forget how 
common volatility is and what constitutes a major drawdown. 
Last March the market saw single-day drawdowns of ~7%,10% 
and 12%. The volatility experienced on Friday was nowhere near 
those numbers. We see days like Friday as great opportunities to 
rebalance our portfolios and purchase securities at a discount. 
This has more to do with market noise rather than 
fundamentals.  
 
Earnings have continued their blowout quarter. With 95% of 
companies reported, 82% beat earnings expectations and 75% 
beat revenue expectations, according to FactSet.   
 
Fixed Income Markets: 
The fixed income market experienced volatility as well this week. 
After reaching a high of 1.65% on Wednesday, the 10-yr treasury 
yield tumbled and ended Friday at 1.48%. With the renomination 
of Fed Chairman, Jerome Powell. The fixed income markets see 
Powell as being less dovish when compared to Lael Brainard. 
This was the lead cause behind the interest spike before Friday. 
Friday was a reminder why we still believe treasuries have a 
place in most investors’ portfolios.  Few are pleased with return 
that they are receiving from bonds in today’s environment, but 
when unforeseen market volatility comes, treasuries have time 
and again been the negative correlated asset class that helps 
hold up portfolios during those times.  
 

Economic: 
Economic news was the highlight of the week. After seeing 
mixed data for weeks, weekly jobless claims posted the lowest 
reading since 1969. November’s Manufacturing and services PMI 
readings showed continued strength. Inflation is still the hot 
topic we’re watching. The consumer appears to be less affected 
than the headline CPI readings may suggest. October’s numbers 
for personal income and spending were stronger than expected.  
 

Looking Ahead 
 
Equity Markets:  
All eyes will be on any Omicron updates. Europe is at the center 

of this pandemic. Policies implemented across the pond could 
impact investor sentiment this week. We expect volatility as 
more information is released. Every market needs a catalyst for 
a correction. Omicron could be that catalyst. The market is 
overdue for a short-term pullback. These pullbacks are 
opportunities for valuations to reset and for capital allocations 
to work themselves out. These pullbacks are healthy during bull 
markets.   
 
Fixed Income Markets: 
After a week where we saw some relief in the bond market, 
most are expecting an upward trend in yields. This trend follows 
our rate forecast we established late last year. We see rates 
staying in a tight range below 1.5-2% in the short run that have a 
slight uptrend. Days like Friday can be seen as creating new lows 
as yields fight upwards to the 2% mark.  
 
Economic: 
The big report everyone is waiting for will be released on Friday, 
November’s non-farm payroll report. This can be an opportunity 
to reinforce the positive jobless claims from last week. If we see 
continued strength from the payroll report, it could lead to a 
strong finish to the end of the year for the markets. Also being 
released next week are the consumer confidence report and the 
Fed’s Beige Book. The Beige Book gives the Fed an idea of how 
business activity is going through all of the districts to assist in 
policy making.  
 
 
Important Disclosures: 
 
Investment Advisory Services offered through Krilogy®, an SEC Registered 
Investment Advisor. Please review all prospectuses and Krilogy’s Form ADV 2A 
carefully prior to investing. This is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an 
offer to buy the securities described herein. An offering is made only by a 
prospectus to individuals who meet minimum suitability requirements. 
 
All expressions of opinion are subject to change. This information is distributed 
for educational purposes only, and it is not to be construed as an offer, 
solicitation, recommendation, or endorsement of any particular security, 
products, or services. 
 
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of market loss.  Investments involve risk 
and unless otherwise stated, are not guaranteed.  Investors should understand the 
risks involved of owning investments, including interest rate risk, credit risk and 
market risk. Investment risks include loss of principal and fluctuating value. There 
is no guarantee an investing strategy will be successful. Past performance is not a 
guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for   direct   investment; 
therefore, their   performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the 
management of an actual portfolio. The S&P data is provided by Standard & 
Poor’s Index Services Group. 
 
Services and products offered through Krilogy® are not insured and may lose 
value. Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial advisor and/or tax 
professional before implementing any strategy discussed herein. 


